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Shooting Rests

The Sinclair Competition Shooting Rest is a result of our staff and our customer’s years of 
shooting experience on the firing line, and in the field. We’ve incorporated the best design 
ideas, materials, and craftsmanship to present you with a shooting platform that rivals any 
windage rest available today. Whether you’re competing in a benchrest discipline, F-Class, 
or wringing the most accuracy from your favorite shooting rig, the Sinclair Competition 
Rest offers the most versatile fit, function, and features in one complete package.
Heavy and Compact
The Sinclair Competition Rest’s foundation begins with a one inch, solid steel base plate 
with a durable granite powder coat finish. This enables us to achieve a massive unit – over 
30 pounds - with the lowest center of gravity, combined with a footprint that’s no larger 
than other tripod rests currently on the market. It’s nearly twice as heavy as our closest 
competitor.
Mobile
Most shooting rests by design, are awkward and difficult to manage and maneuver. We 
solved this by machining a carry handle into the base plate for easy transport, making the 
Sinclair Competition Rest one of the most mobile units available,in spite of its enormous 
weight. No tacky looking handles or impossible two-arm lift methods are needed.
Effortless Operation
The Sinclair Competition Rest has the windage operation built directly into the base plate. 
It incorporates dual sets of twin tapered roller bearings for an effortless, non-binding 
windage operation. The oversized windage control knob is positioned near the rear speed 
screw where simultaneous one-handed adjustment is easily achievable. Nearly four feet of 
windage adjustment is offered at 100 yards – enough for any bench shooting discipline. 
The oversized, fluted handwheel also offers smooth vertical adjustment with the aid of a 
thrust bearing.
Ambidextrous Design
The unique construction of this windage unit platform enables an entirely ambidextrous 
set-up for right or left handed shooters. The post, center column, controls and windage 
adjustment disassemble and reassemble on the opposite side, for a completely mirrored, 
left hand use.
Hardware for Hard Wear 
The Sinclair Competition Rest includes upgraded hardware: a beefed up center column 
(1.95" up from 1.375"); threaded post (1" diameter up from 3/4"); leg screws (1/2" diameter 
up from 3/8"); and large diameter fluted speed screw – all made from high grade stainless 
steel to withstand a lifetime of abuse. All knob controls and handwheel are machined from 
aluminum then anodized or powder coated to provide a durable grip surface for all adjust-
ments.
Topping Perfection
The Sinclair Competition Rest is completed with our Benchrest Top with new lockable 
forend stop assembly. Our Benchrest Top accepts both Edgewood and Protektor front bags 
in sporter, varmint, and benchrest configurations. The new lockable forend stop unit is 
adjustable for length (fore-aft), height, and cant. Our benchrest top is both NBRSA and IBS 
approved for competition shooting. The Sinclair Competition Rest is also available with 
our All-Purpose Top which features our updated Sinclair designed Edgewood Bag, easy 
adjust lockable bag ears and new forend stop. This top is an excellent choice for all Rimfire 
Benchrest competitions, particularly Sporter Rifle Class, as well as those wishing to attain 
the highest level of accuracy from all of their rifles.
Accessories
The Sinclair Competition Rest includes mounting holes for aftermarket accessories you may 
wish to entertain. Such as our Port Level Ammo Block which enables the shooter to adjust 
their tray of 20 rounds of PPC or BR wherever needed. Move it close to your rifle port for 
fast shooting.

#749-101-023ST Sinclair Competition Rest w/Benchrest Top $649.99
#749-008-509ST Sinclair Competition Rest w/all Purpose Top 649.99
#749-122-023ST Sinclair Competition Rest w/BR Top - Non-Windage Adj. 549.99
#749-013-831ST Sinclair Competition Rest w/AP Top - Non-Windage Adj. 549.99
#749-008-510ST Port Level Ammo Block - 22 & 6mm PPC 69.99
#749-008-511ST Port Level Ammo Block - BR Family, 308 Win Family, 6.5/284 69.99

Note: You will need to order a 
front bag in addition to the rest. 
We recommend the Protector 
Leather/Cordura or the Edgewood 
standard front bags.
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Shooting Rests

The Sinclair Heavy Varmint Shooting Rest series is an evolution 
of our Generation II shooting rest (now discontinued) and our 
Competition Shooting Rest that’s sought after by the best of today’s 
benchrest competitors. The Heavy Varmint Shooting Rests feature 
fully upgraded hardware such as a heavy-duty stainless steel center 
column and 1” stainless post, oversized scalloped hand wheel with 
thrust bearing for ultra-smooth vertical adjustments, large ½”-
20 thread rest feet with oversized aluminum anodized knobs (no 
plastic parts here), and a fully adjustable forend stop for shot-after-
shot repeatability. The base itself is of ductile cast iron construction 
with a durable powder coat finish to last for a lifetime of use – 
exactly what you’ve come to expect from all Sinclair manufactured 
products. These shooting rests weigh up to 17 lbs with filled 
sand bag – designed to stay in its place on your bench top. This 
Sinclair Heavy Varmint Shooting Rests are available in 8 different 
configurations – ask any of our reloading and shooting techs for 
assistance selecting the model for your needs. Made right here…
in the USA.

#749-013-860ST Heavy Varmint Bench Rest $299.99
#749-013-860ST Heavy Varmint Bench Rest 299.99
#749-013-850ST Heavy Varmint All-Purpose Rest 299.99
#749-013-870ST Heavy Varmint Rest w/Basic Top 249.99

#749-013-860  
Heavy Varmint 

Bench Rest

#749-013-861  
Heavy Varmint 
Windage Bench 

Rest - RH Shooter

#749-013-870 
Heavy Varmint Rest 

w/Basic Top

#749-013-871  
Heavy Varmint Rest 

w/Post & Handwheel 
- No Top

#749-013-850  
Heavy Varmint 

All-Purpose Rest

#749-013-851 
Heavy Varmint All-Purpose 
Windage Rest, RH Shooter

#749-013-861ST Heavy Varmint Windage Bench Rest, RH Shooter 379.99
#749-013-862ST Heavy Varmint Windage Bench Rest, LH Shooter 379.99
#749-013-851ST Heavy Varmint All-Purpose Windage Bench Rest, RH Shooter 379.99
#749-013-852ST Heavy Varmint All-Purpose Windage Bench Rest, LH Shooter 379.99
#749-013-871ST Heavy Varmint Rest w/Post & Handwheel Only, No Top 229.99

Sinclair Heavy Varmint Shooting Rests
Available in the following formats:
• The Sinclair Heavy Varmint Bench Rest model is designed for shooters who prefer using Protektor or Edgewood 

front sand bags. The rest top side plates allow the user to “pinch” the sand bag for subtle bag width adjustments. 
Purchase the front Protektor or Edgewood sand bag which best fits your forend width: sporter, varmint, or flat-
bottomed B/R stock (front sand bag is not included with Sinclair Heavy Varmint Bench Rests, please see page 170 
and order separately). 

• The Sinclair Heavy Varmint All-Purpose rest is designed with our versatile All-Purpose (A/P) Top which quick-
adjusts to accommodate nearly any forend. Switch from narrow sporter stocks to 31/2” BR stocks with a turn of a 
lever. The Sinclair Heavy Varmint All-Purpose Rest includes a dual-sided leather/cordura sand bag (not filled). 

• The Sinclair Heavy Varmint Basic Rest features a flat-top plate that accepts Protektor and Edgewood front sand 
bags, or perhaps another favorite brand. The flat-top plate allows for bags to be securely strapped. Front sand bag 
is not included with the Sinclair Heavy Varmint Rests, please see page 170 and order separately.

• Both the Sinclair Heavy Varmint Bench Rest and Heavy Varmint All-Purpose Rest models are available in a wind-
age topped version. This adds the convenience of quick-adjust horizontal movements for competitive shooting by 
turning the windage knob located on the side of the rest top. Available in both right-hand and left-hand shooter 
versions. 
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Shooting Rests

Sinclair Lightweight Rests
The Lightweight Rests are designed for shooters who need a lighter, more economical option to a standard weight cast iron rest 

tripod. The Lightweight tripod is machined aluminum, and the leg screws and T-handle are lightened to produce a weight 
savings of over 11 pounds from our standard rests. These Lightweight rests are ideal for F-Class shooters, field shooters, 
sight-in sessions and plinking. Our Lightweight Rests accept all Sinclair rest tops and accessories including F-Class extended 

leg screws and Speed Screw. 

Sinclair All-Purpose Lightweight Rest
The Sinclair All-Purpose (A/P) Lightweight Rest is for shooters who need a lightweight but solid 
platform to accommodate any forend width from narrow hunting rifles up to 31/2" specialty stocks. 
The dual-sided sandbag (not filled) included with the A/P Lightweight Rest gives the shooter the 
option of using a soft garment weight leather surface for wood stocks or fine grade Cordura™ for 
use with fiberglass or synthetic stocks. Quick adjust levers available separately to eliminate the 
need for hex wrench when adjusting side plates.

#749-008-079ST A/P Lightweight Rest Complete $159.99
#749-009-364ST Optional Adjustable Lever Upgrade Kit 16.99

Sinclair Benchrest Style Lightweight Rest
The Sinclair Benchrest (B/R) Lightweight Rest is for shooters who prefer using Protektor 
or Edgewood owl ear style front sandbags (Edgewood front bags require additional screw 
kit). This rest with a #1 Protektor front bag (#749-002-685) is perfect for sighting in most 

hunting rifles. When equipped with a #2 Protektor front bag (#749-002-682) this rest 
works great for sighting in varmint rifles or AR rifles of any format. Equip this rest with 
the #2 or #3 Protektor front bags along with the F-Class extensions and F-Class rest feet 

(#749-006-465 and #749-003-699) and you have a great set-up for shooting Open F-Class. 
Protektor front bag not included.

#749-008-078ST Sinclair B/R Lightweight Rest $149.99

Sinclair Basic Lightweight Rest
This lightweight rest includes our basic top which accepts all Protektor owl ear front bags with 

simple tie-on attachment. This rest is the choice of shooters and hunters who want a rest they 
can use for sighting in rifles or take to the field. Front bags (not included) are easily switched for 
changing rifle styles.

#749-007-842ST Sinclair Basic Lightweight Rest $129.99

Sinclair Lightweight Base Only
Our lightweight rest base is ready to accept your existing Sinclair rest top from another rest if you 
would like to lighten things up for portability. Loosen the t-handle of your existing Sinclair rest 
and lift out the top, post and handwheel and drop it into this lightweight base. Lock the post in 

place and you are ready to go.

#749-007-513ST Sinclair Lightweight Base Rest $99.99

#749-008-079 All-Purpose 
Lightweight Rest  
(Bag Included)

#749-007-513  
Lightweight Base Only  

(No Top)

#749-008-078 Benchrest Style 
Lightweight Rest  

(Bag Sold Separately)

Sinclair Generation II All-Purpose Windage Tops
The All-Purpose (A/P) Windage Top model is designed to accept a wide variety of stock forends and 
will easily adjust to accommodate the narrowest of hunting stock forends up to the 31/2" forends of some 
specialty stocks. The A/P Windage Top includes a forend stop adjustable for length and height and quick 
adjust levers on the side plates to squeeze our new dual-sided (leather/Cordura) sandbag (included - not 
filled). The adjustable side plates allow the bag to wrap around the forend, creating a channel in which 
the rifle can recoil consistently. Available for right and left-handed shooters and include a 1/4"-20 screw 
to mount to our Sinclair rest posts or any other rest post with 1/4"-20 mounting threads.

#749-009-629ST Sinclair Generation II A/P Windage Tops - RH Shooter $149.99
#749-008-027ST Sinclair Generation II A/P Windage Tops - LH Shooter 149.99
#749-002-480ST Replacement Sandbag for Generation II A-P Rest (Dual-Sided) 19.99

Lightweight Rest Specs:
· Weight: 6 lbs. with filled sandbag   · Height adjustment: 6" to 9¼"

· Footprint front to rear: 12" W x 11" L

#749-007-842  
Basic Lightweight Rest  
(Bag Sold Separately)
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Sinclair Basic Top
This model rest top is used with 
Protektor owl ear sandbags and is 
perfect for the shooter who appre-
ciates simplicity. Just tie on your 
choice of filled Protektor owl ear 
sandbag with the strings included 
with all Protektor front bags. Bag 
not included.

Shooting Rest Tops

Sinclair Generation II Windage Tops
Our Sinclair Windage Rest Tops have completely lateral movement windage adjustment and all of the upgraded features found on our non-windage rest tops. Our Windage Rest Tops 
feature 46" of adjustment at 100 yards (23" at 50 yds) and are tested at the time of manufacture with 17 lbs of forend weight. Available for right and left-handed shooters and include a 
1/4"-20 screw to mount to our Sinclair rest posts or any other rest post with 1/4"-20 mounting threads. 

Sinclair Generation II All-Purpose Top
If you are looking for a versatile 
rest top that is easily adjusted 
for nearly any 
forend width (up 
to 31/2") this is the 
top you need. Our 
All-Purpose (A/P) rest 
top features quick adjust 
levers on the bag squeez-
ing side plates to shorten 
the time needed to switch 
from rifle to rifle. The 
updated dual-sided sandbag 
(included - not filled) is revers-
ible from leather to Cordura 
for use with wood or fiberglass/
synthetic stocked rifles. The new forend stop is adjustable for length and height. Includes a 
1/4"-20 screw to mount to our Sinclair rest posts or any other rest post with 1/4"-20 mount-
ing threads.

#749-011-526ST Sinclair Generation II All-Purpose Rest Top $69.99
#749-002-480ST Replacement Sandbag for Generation II A-P Rest 

(Dual-Sided)
19.99

Sinclair Generation II Benchrest Top
The Sinclair Benchrest (B/R) Rest is for Benchrest shooters or those who prefer using 
Protektor or Edgewood owl ear front sandbags (Edgewood front bags require additional 

screw kit). The upgraded forend stop is adjustable in 
length and height to adapt to 

different rifle forends and 
barrel diameters, as well 
as different bench tops. 
This Rest Top conforms 
to all NBRSA and IBS 

Benchrest rules. 
Includes a 1/4"-20 
screw to mount to 
our Sinclair rest 

posts or any other 
rest post with 1/4"-20 

mounting threads. Bag not 
included.

#749-006-899ST Sinclair Generation II Benchrest Rest Top $69.99

Bag Not Included

Sinclair 
Generation II 
Benchrest  
Windage Top
The Sinclair Benchrest 
(B/R) Windage Top is 
for shooters who shoot 
Benchrest or 
those who pre-
fer using owl 
ear Protektor 
or Edgewood 
front sandbags 
(Edgewood front bags require additional screw kit) and want the convenience of windage 
adjustability. The forend stop is adjustable in length and height to adapt to different rifle 
forends, barrel diameters and different bench top lengths. This Rest Top conforms to all 
NBRSA and IBS Benchrest rules. Available for right and left-handed shooters and include 
a 1/4"-20 screw to mount to our Sinclair rest posts or any other rest post with 1/4"-20 mount-
ing threads.

#749-008-039ST Sinclair Generation II B/R Windage Tops - RH Shooter $149.99
#749-008-028ST Sinclair Generation II B/R Windage Tops - LH Shooter 149.99

Bag Not Included

#749-002-871ST Sinclair Basic Top $18.99

Sinclair 3rd Generation F-Class Bipod

The Sinclair F-Class Bipod was designed with input from many of our customers across 
the country, including members of Team Sinclair - who’ve won the F-Class National 
Championships. Now in its third generation, it includes many new features that our cus-
tomers have requested. The new third generation Sinclair F-Class Bipod is offered with an 
optional quick-adjust elevation knob for faster target acquisition making follow-up shots 
easier. Made from 7075 T6 aluminum, it’s lighter yet more rigid - nearly a full pound less 
than the previous generation. The Elevation Bipod weighs 1 lb. 15 oz. and the Fixed Bipod 
weighs 1 lb. 11 oz. The Sinclair F-Class Bipod’s adjustable legs include new laser etched 
graduations so the shooter may easily return to a favorite setting.
Other mounting and adjustment features which our customers prefer, have stayed exactly 
the same. The bipod locking feature enables you to adjust and lock changes for rifle cant 
quickly and easily. Firearms mount to the Sinclair F-Class Bipod by utilizing their sling 
swivel stud in just a few seconds with the captured, hardened pin system. Then, tighten the 
two tensioning knobs which pull the stock against heavy, low compression felt pads for a 
movement-free mount. Target rifles with a rail or AR-15’s may be mounted using one of our 
sling stud adapters (see page 171).
The Sinclair F-Class Bipod is used by shooters in F-Class Competition, varmint hunting, 
load testing, tactical shooting, sighting in rifles, and more. It provides an extremely strong, 
stable, and comfortable platform for nearly any rifle.

#749-013-031ST F-Class Bipod w/Quick-Adjust Elevation – Matte Black $249.99
#749-013-029ST F-Class Bipod Non-Elevation – Matte Black 199.99
#749-013-032ST F-Class Bipod w/Quick-Adjust Elevation – Satin Silver 249.99
#749-013-030ST F-Class Bipod Non-Elevation – Satin Silver 199.99

Quick 
Cant 
Lever

Quick-Adjust 
Elevation Knob
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Shooting Rest Accessories

Sinclair Shooting Rest Legs
These machined stainless steel legs fit the new 
model Sinclair Competition Shooting Rest and the 
Sinclair Heavy Varmint Rest. They quickly thread 
in to replace damaged or missing legs, or to serve 
as backup parts in your shooting kit. They feature 
a deeply scalloped, anodized aluminum cap and a 
knurled steel adjustment ring to give you precise tac-
tile control over elevation adjustments. ½"-12 tpi threads. 
Will not fit older generation Sinclair rests, or any other 
manufacturer’s rests. 

#749-013-900ST Sinclair Shooting Rest Leg – 1 Each $14.99
#749-013-901ST Sinclair Shooting Rest Leg - 3-Pack 39.99

F-Class “Long” Rest Leg 
Extensions

Sinclair F-Class Rest Leg Extensions are 
designed to elevate rifle rests when used 
on the ground in F-Class matches and in 
varmint shooting. They are approximately 

21/2" longer than standard rest legs and can be used 
separately or with F-Class Rest Foot (Pads below). 

The extra length elevates the rifle rest out of the mud, 
grass, and gravel and also can serve to anchor the rest 

into the ground. Sinclair Leg Extensions will fit all Sinclair 
rifle rests, Hart rests, Bald Eagle and other pedestals with 3/8"-16 threads.

#749-003-699ST F-Class "Long" Rest Leg Extensions $25.99

F-Class Leg Extensions and F-Class Rest Foot Pads  
Work On All Of Our Sinclair Rest Models

F-Class Rest 
Foot Pads
F-Class shooting is growing rap-
idly, providing shooters another 
avenue to shoot long range. These 
rest foot pads thread onto Sinclair 
Extended length F-Class leg screws or standard Sinclair Rest feet and prevent them from 
sinking into loose sand, gravel or mud. The foot pads are machined from solid steel and 
have a conical point on the down side to dig in a bit. Great for any kind of shooting where 
your rest is on the ground. They are 21/2" in diameter at the widest point. Sold as a set of 
three.#749-006-465ST F-Class Rest Foot Pads $59.99

Circular Bubble Level
This Starrett bubble level is great for ensuring your reloading tools, 
especially scales, are on a nice level surface.

#749-000-660ST Starrett Bubble Level $5.99

Linear Tubular Level
This small 1" x 3/8" tubular level is the perfect size to glue/
epoxy to the edge of your rest top. The level comes with 
a snap-in flat mounting flange, and has a high visibility 
yellow vial. As long as your rest top is level side to side 
and your scope is on straight, you will eliminate any 
"cant" effect.

#749-010-188ST Linear Tubular Level $4.99

Benchrite Superfeet
Superfeet come in three different sizes and are stainless steel rest foot 
bases with neoprene rubber on the bottom side. The top dimple holds 
the rest foot point with no wobble, and the neoprene is extremely 
stable on the bench surfaces of concrete, wood or glaze coated con-

crete. Sold in set of three.

Standard Stabilfeet for Most 
Rests - Set of 3
#749-003-242ST $21.99
3" Diameter Railgun Stabilfeet 
Set of 3
#749-004-106ST $28.99#749-003-242

Sinclair Speed Screw
Sinclair Speed Screws are used for high speed 
vertical travel adjustments between targets – 
such as the record and sighter targets 
for Benchrest competition. It’s also 
utilized for quick, fine-tune verti-
cal adjustments. A Sinclair 
Speed Screw replaces the 
rear leg in your Sinclair 
Rifle Rest. All stainless 
steel construction that’s 
hand fitted, this product 
works smooth and flaw-
lessly. 

#749-006-904ST Sinclair Speed Screw - 3/8"-16 Threads $69.99
#749-013-832ST Sinclair Speed Screw, ½"-20 Threads 79.99

Note: 3/8"-16 thread Speed Screw 
works with Gen II Sinclair rests, Hart, Bald Eagle and others with 3⁄8"-16 
leg threads.
½"-20 thread Speed Screw works for the new Sinclair Heavy Varmint 
Rests and Sinclair Competition Rests.

Sinclair Rest Posts
Every new Sinclair Rest comes with 
a post, but if you are planning to use 
more than one top on your rest, order 
a post for each additional top, and it 
makes swapping tops so much easier. 
Our rest posts are stainless steel with 
precision machined threads and a 1/4-
20 hole for the top mounting screw. 
The 3/4"-10 thread post (4" long) fits all 
our Generation II rests and works with the open-spoked handwheel (#749-003-992) sold 
below; fit most Hart handwheels, too. The 1"-14 thread post (33/4" long) fits the Sinclair 
Competition Shooting Rest only; fits the closed-spoked competition handwheel (#749-101-
025) sold below.

#749-002-618ST Sinclair Gen II Rest Post - 3/4"-10 Threads $16.99
#749-101-024ST Sinclair Competition Rest Post - 1"-14 Threads 16.99

#749-101-024

Sinclair 
Handwheels
Additional handwheels 
make switching tops on 
your Sinclair rest a snap. Many 
shooters like to have two hand-
wheels if they use a Benchrest 
top in competition and an All-
Purpose top for sighting in hunting rifles or varmint 
shooting. Open-spoked Gen II wheel rest fits all Sinclair 
Generation II rests with 3/4"-10 thread posts. Stainless steel, 
natural finish. Closed-spoked Competition wheel has 1"-14 
threads to fit the post of the Sinclair Competition Shooting 
Rest only. Machined aluminum, black powder-coated finish.

#749-003-992ST Sinclair Gen II Handwheel - 3/4"-10 Threads $26.99
#749-101-025ST Sinclair Competition Handwheel - 1"-14 Threads 39.99

#749-004-106

Sinclair Competition 
Forend Stop
This is the stop that comes with our premium 
Competition Shooting Rest. It makes a great upgrade 
on any of our Generation II Rest tops to give you an 
extra level of adjustability. It’s something you’ll want 
to have if you’re swapping multiple tops on your 
Competition rest. Fully adjustable for length (fore and 
aft), height, and cant. Stainless hardware and a Delrin® stop knob, so it’s 
built for a lifetime of hard use.

#749-101-026ST Sinclair Competition Rest Forend Stop $15.99
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Shooting Bags

Dog-Gone Good Bags
Dog-Gone Good shooting bags and window mounts are made with 1000 denier Cordura nylon, and upholstery-grade leather for durability under hard use. All bags come pre-filled with 
polypropylene regrind. Available in Forest Green. All leather areas are black.

Large Bench Bag
The large bench bag accommodates rifles with 
forearm stocks up to 21/2". Sits a barrel 8" off 
the bench. Ideal for target shooting and for use 
with hard-kicking rifles as it takes almost all 
the recoil out of a large caliber rifle when 
a piece of non-skid rubber shelf liner is 
put between the rifle and the leather 
cradle, and where the bottom legs of 
the bag are spread. The bag is 16" long. 
12" wide, 8" high, and weighs about 23 
pounds. This bag can be used for hunt-
ing, but is primarily intended for range 
work. Includes a carry strap.

#749-010-643ST Large Bench Bag $99.99

All  
Dog-gonE 

gooD BAgS 
pRE-fillED 

Medium Bench Bag/Small 
Window Mount Bag
The Medium Field Bag is 12" long, 8" high and 12" 
wide. Great for field and bench work. Filled and 
includes carry strap.
The Small Rear Bag is also a small window bag, just 
turn the bag upside down for its other use! Great to 
use as a two bag setup at the bench if you need 
the stability of a rear bag for your butt stock. 
Or, use as a lightweight, portable window 
bag. Bag comes filled and includes handy 
carry strap.

Medium Bench Bag
#749-007-539ST $99.99

Small Window Mount Bag
#749-006-353ST $59.99

Small Bench Bag
The Small Bench Bag sits a pistol or rifle barrel 
about 8" above the bench. This bag works well 
with any rifle, but especially the AR15, 10-22's, 
and contender style pistols. It is an excellent design 
for target shooting or hunting. Some pistols with 
muzzle brakes may need a blast shield to keep 
from burning the bag. The bag is 8" long, 12" wide, 
and 8" high, and weighs about 10 pounds. 
Includes a carry strap.

Pillow Bag
The pillow bag is designed to rest 
the Contender pistol, or to be used 
in combination with the small bench 
bag. It is an excellent design for target 
shooting or hunting. The bag is 9" long, 7" 
wide, 3" high, and weighs about 3 pounds. 
Includes a carry strap.

#749-010-658ST Pillow Bag $34.99

Wedge Bag
The wedge bag is 10" long, 8" 
wide, 41/2" high at one end and 
tapers to nothing on the other 
end. Leather covered side can 
be turned down to resist mov-
ing on a slick bench. Weighs 
about 6 pounds, filled with poly-
propylene. Includes a carry strap.

Large Window  
Mount Bag
The large window mount saddles over 
the window of a vehicle or enclosed 
hunting stand. Has a leather top for 
the rifle rest. The bag is 14" long, 7" 
wide, and 7" high. Great forhunt-
ing from vehicles (where allowed). 
Includes a carry strap. Always check 
local hunting regulations before shoot-
ing from a vehicle.

Mirror Mount Bag
Mirror mount straps tightly to a truck 
mirror to provide a secure rest for 
your rifle. Ideal for varmint hunting 
applications (where allowed). Mirror 
mount is 10" long, 6" wide, and 8" 
high.

Field Bags
The Dog-Gone-Good Field 
Shooting Bags are great tools to 
have when shooting at the range or 
"in the field'' hunting. Used as a rear 
bag, it can be turned on the side (2"), 
edge (3"), or end (4") to achieve the 
desired height while shooting. Each bag 
includes a belt loop carry-strap and is cam-
ouflage colored. Available in small (2" x 3" x 
4") and large sizes (3" x 4" x 5"). Polypropylene 
filled for lightweight field use.

Dog-Gone-Good Small Field Bag
#749-009-447ST $21.99
Dog-Gone-Good Large Field Bag
#749-009-446ST $21.99

Small

Large

Small bench Bag
#749-010-650ST $99.99

Mirror Mount Bag
#749-010-665ST $61.99

Large Window Mount Bag
#749-010-661ST $61.99

Wedge Bag
#749-010-660ST $34.90
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Sand Bags

EDGEWOOD BENCHREST BAGS
These premium bags and shooting accessories from Edgewood Leather are innovative in design, made of absolutely the best materials available and will hold 
up under constant competitive use. All Edgewood Leather Shooting Bags are not filled, unless otherwise specified. See page 170 for Extra Heavy Bag Sand and 
Forster Kwik-Fill funnel. 

Grab Handle Bags
These “Handle” Bags were designed for F-Class 
shooters. The stiff handle makes the bag a lot 
easier to carry to the firing line, and the larger 
footprint of the bag base makes the bag more stable 
for shooting off the ground. These would be excellent 
bags for varmint hunters who move to new firing 
points frequently.
Mini Gater Rear Bag w/Handle
#749-008-022ST $169.99

“Tall Height” Original Rear Bag 
w/Handle
#749-007-828ST $139.99

Front Benchrest Bags
Edgewood front bags are constructed much like the rear bags with rein-
forced leather sides and heavy duty nylon tops. The inside corners feature 
sewn-in nylon inserts to prevent the material 
from rolling under the stock. All Edgewood 
Front Bags are available for hunter 
stocks widths (21/4") or Benchrest 
stock widths (3"). Each of the two 
widths are offered in four different 
styles:
1) Standard Bag, features 1/2" leather 
flaps extending along the bottom 
edges to be pinned under your 
rest top retaining bars. Or 
the flaps may be punched, 
notched, or cut away all 
together to custom fit your 
rest.
2) Standard Bag w/reinforced 
top, has an extra thick top to 
hold desired forend shape.
3) Farley Bag, which is narrower than the 
Standard Bag from front to back to specifically fit the Farley 
Co-Axial and Co-Axial II rests only.
4) Farley Bag w/reinforced top, has an extra thick top to hold desired forend shape.

#749-009-463ST Standard Bag - 21/4" Forend $63.99
#749-009-464ST Standard Bag reinforced top –2-1/4" Forend 63.99
#749-006-366ST Farley Bag – 2 -1/4" Forend 63.99
#749-009-466ST Farley Bag reinforced top – 21/4" Forend 63.99
#749-006-368ST Standard Bag – 3" Forend 63.99
#749-009-465ST Standard Bag reinforced top – 3" Forend 63.99
#749-006-367ST Farley Bag – 3" Forend 63.99
#749-009-467ST Farley Bag reinforced - 3" Forend 63.99

“Softy” Rear Bag
The “Softy” is the quality bag for “bag squeezers”. 
This bag is made of heavy Elk Hide for an extra soft 
squeezable rear bag. Base is extra thick, but still soft, 
fill tubes have the new location in the base and 
tabs for easy tuck-in, and the ear base is finished 
with Elk Hide trim. This bag is approximately 
31/2" tall with medium height ears and a 3/16" 
ear spread – the taller, soft ears will accom-
modate just about any stock style. If you 
prefer to squeeze the rear bag for minor 
sight adjustments instead of turning knobs 
on your front rest, this is the perfect rear bag 
for the job.

#749-007-908ST “Softy” Rear Bag $149.99

“Standard Height”  
Original Rear Bag
This “Standard Height” Original Style Rear 
Bag has a body height of 31/4" tall and a 3" x 
4" ear base. The ears are 11/2" tall with a 3/8" ear 
spread to fit all the popular benchrest stocks or 
varmint/hunting stocks. This standard height 
bag works exceptionally well with the “low 
profile” benchrest stocks like the Kelbly 
Club, and Scoville. The standard bag is 
also great for hunter/varmint stocks with 
a lot of drop in the butt stock. Footprint is 
approximately 61/2" x 81/2".

#749-007-755ST “Standard Height” Original Rear Bag $127.99

“Tall Height”  
Original Rear Bag
The “Tall Height” Original bag is 3/4" 
higher than the “Standard Height” bag. 
It has a footprint of 61/2" x 81/2" and weighs 10 to 
14 lbs. filled with heavy sand. It is built with rein-
forced leather sides, heavy nylon top and ears and 
a multi-layered “donut” base which eliminates 
rocking on the bench. The body height is 4". 
Ears are standard height (11/2" tall) with a 3" x 
4" ear base, and a 3/8" ear spread which is cor-
rect for most benchrest stocks. This is the most 
popular Edgewood rear bag.

#749-007-756ST “Tall Height” Original Rear Bag $129.99

Minigater  
Rear Bag
The Minigater rear bag has a larger 61/2" x 
10" footprint than the Original bag. It has 2" tall 
ears, a 4" x 4" ear base, and a body height of 4". 
Minigater weighs about 13 to 16 lbs. filled with 
heavy sand. This bag is very popular with free 
recoil shooters because of its superior track-
ing qualities. Available with 3/8" or 3/4" spread 
between ears. 3/4" ear-spread model also avail-
able with built-in carry handle.

#749-007-873ST Minigater Rear Bag - 3/8" Ear Spread $149.95
#749-013-297ST Minigater Rear Bag - 3/4" Ear Spread 149.99
#749-013-305ST Minigater Rear Bag w/Handle - 3/4" Ear Spread 164.99

Benchrest Gater Rear Bag
Yes, it looks sort of like a gater floating with just the 
eyes above the water. This is a long, heavy bag, about 
61/2" x 131/2", and it is the ultimate in stability on the 
bench. A Gater bag can easily weigh over 25 lbs. filled 
with heavy sand, so the multi-layered bottom 
does not have an internal “donut” like the 
smaller Edgewood bags. It has a 4" body 
height, 2" tall ears, and a 3" x 4" ear base. If 
you shoulder the rear bag once in a while 
and don’t mind hauling the weight, 
there is nothing more stable on the 
bench than the Gater. Will require 
two boxes of heavy sand to fill.

#749-007-871ST Gater Rear Bag $159.99
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Benchrest Accessories

Edgewood  
Dead  
Bottom
The Edgewood Dead Bottom 
works to stabilize the rear 
bag and provide a "dead" bot-
tom stable bag set up. This 
also enables the shooter to 
achieve an additional 3/4" to 
7/8" rear bag height. This 
additional bag height 
allows the shooter to 
get lower on the target, 
especially at ranges that 
run down hill naturally 
at longer ranges. Each Dead 
Bottom Bag is manufactured 
from soft suede leather. Dead Bottom 
Bags do not come filled.

#749-101-013ST Edgewood Dead Bottom for Minigater Rear Bag $39.99
#749-101-014ST Edgewood Dead Bottom for Gater Rear Bag 39.99
#749-101-015ST Edgewood Dead Bottom for Original Rear Bag 39.99

Tuff-Tec Shooting Rests
These bags feature a Tuff-Tec/Sure-Grip rubberized top, along with Bulls Bags’ 

butterfly hinge action, to lock the forearm in place with a vise-like grip that 
reduces felt recoil and muzzle jump. 31/2" cradle height. The hefty 600 Denier 
polyester construction stands up to hard use and is coated for extra protection 

from UV damage. Detachable carry/shoulder strap lets you change shooting 
positions quickly in the field or at the range. Bench model is 15" long, compact 
Field model is 10" long. Black with gold accents. Unfilled - ready for the media of 

your choice.

15"

10"

Edgewood  
Soft Hand Rest
The Edgewood Soft Hand 
Rest is an all-purpose bag 
that does not have the 
stiff, double layer bottom 
of the Standard Hand Rest 
Bag. The soft, bean bag 
style configuration may be 
used for your hand, elbow, 
arm, or as a utility rear bag while 
hunting in the field. Dimensions are 
41/2" x 7 x 21/2" and comes prefilled.

Edgewood Soft Hand Rest
#749-101-007ST $56.99

PRE-FILLED

Edgewood Elbow Pad
This Elbow Pad will do a lot more than 
just keeping the concrete bench 
from scraping your elbow. The 
formed leather "U" shape, 
non-skid bottom and 
stitched nylon insert 
will help you with 
consistent positioning 
which is part of producing 
small groups. These pads are com-
fortable, durable and they work.

#749-006-346ST Edgewood Elbow Pad $64.99

PRE-FILLED

Edgewood  
Bench Snake
Ejector equipped benchrest rifles are 
becoming more popular all the time, and 
with all the work shooters put into their 
match brass they don’t want the fired cases 
rolling off the bench. This flexible leather 
snake will keep your brass on the bench and 
hold down your towel when the wind is blow-
ing. The Bench Snake is approximately 40" long 
and about 11/2" in diameter, made of smooth, qual-
ity leather and pre-filled with sand. Great accessory for 
any type of benchrest shooting.

#749-006-059ST Edgewood Bench Snake $64.99

PRE-FILLED

Edgewood  
Rear Bag Spacers
Boost the height of your rear bag with the 
Edgewood Rear Bag Spacer. Often times a 
"higher" rear bag may be necessary to get 
"lower" on the target, effectively bringing 
your muzzle height closer to the ground. We 
see this from time to time across the country 
at ranges that are built flat or you're shooting a 
bit downhill.

Edgewood Rear Bag Spacer - 
Original
#749-009-472ST $25.99
Edgewood Rear Bag Spacer - 
Minigater
#749-009-471ST $27.99
Edgewood Rear Bag Spacer - 
Gater
#749-009-470ST $29.99

Minigater

Gater

Edgewood Hand Rest Bag
This Hand Rest Bag is excellent for rest-
ing your hand or wrist on if you shoot 
benchrest free recoil style. One end 
is sloped slightly, so this bag would 
work well as a rear bag for a hunting 
or varmint rifle in the field. The 
Hand Bag is high quality grained 
leather with a stiff, double layer 
bottom so it sits flat and it has the 
new bottom pocket tabbed fill tube. 
Bag is 71/2" long, 5" wide and 23/4" tall 
when filled full – height would be much less 
and the bag very soft if less sand were used.

#749-006-345ST Hand Rest Bag $57.99

#749-012-320ST 15" Bench Shooting Rest - Unfilled $49.99
#749-012-319ST 10" Field Shooting Rest - Unfilled 38.00
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Sand Bags

Protektor Owl Ear Front Bags
Bags listed to the left are designed for use on mechanical rests. These owl ear front bags 
come in three different sizes. Choose the size that will most closely fit your particular 
forend width. See ear-to-ear dimensions below. Overall dimensions of the bag are 21/4" 
wide by 53/4" long and 1" high in center. BAG32, BAG28 and BAG29 have the top, ears 
and sides made of fine grade Cordura. The bottom is leather for stability and there is no 
rib on top. 

Small Owl Ear Front Bag  
11/2" to 13/4" Forend
#749-002-685ST $18.99

Note: All Protektor Bags are not filled. Sand required to fill all these bags. 
(See page 170 for sand and funnel.)

Regular Owl Ear Cordura Front Bag 
23/4" to 3" Forend
#749-002-683ST $18.99

Miscellaneous Protektor Model Bags

BAG #07

BAG #23

BAG #15

BAG #16

BAG #17

Standard Rear Bag
This rear bag is primarily used when the shooter is not 

using a mechanical front 
rest. Most often used 

with BAG07 (see 
above) as a front 
bag. Bag size is 5" 
wide by 63/4" long 
and 25/8" high 
at the front end 
then tapers to the 
rear to match the 
shape of most 
rifle stocks.

Standard Rear Bag
#749-003-228ST $22.99

Rabbit Ear 
Rear Bag
This bag can be 
used with any front 
bag. Its base size 
is the same as 
BAG12, only this 
bag has two large 
ear bags sewn to 
its top. Each ear 
measures 25/8" 

high.

Standard Rabbit Ear Rear Bag
#749-004-355ST $29.99

Bunny Ear Rear Bag
This bag can be used 

with any front bag. Its 
base size is the same 

as BAG12, only this 
bag has two short 
ears sewn to its top 
to accommodate 
thicker butt stocks. 
These short ears 
will not interfere 
with cheek pieces.

Standard Bunny Ear Rear Bag
#749-004-356ST $29.99

Regular Owl Ear Front Bag  
2" to 21/2" Forend
#749-002-682ST $18.99

Wide Owl Ear Front Bag  
23/4" to 3" Forend
#749-002-684ST $18.99

Small Owl Ear Cordura Front Bag 
11/2" to 13/4" Forend
#749-002-671ST $18.99

Regular Owl Ear Cordura Front Bag 
2" to 21/2" Forend
#749-002-674ST $18.99

BAG07 -  
Standard Front Bag
This front bag is used when not utilizing a 
mechanical front rest. This bag has a height 
of 4" from the base to the top of the saddle.

#749-003-690ST $25.99

BAG15 -  
Recoil Bag
You want to shoot a 416 Rem Mag off the 
bench. Okay, keep reading. This bag cer-
tainly absorbs plenty of recoil when placed 
behind the buttplate. It’s 4" in diameter by 
81/2" high. A carrying strap is attached to 
the top.

#749-003-235ST $22.99

BAG16 -  
Brick Bag
Looks just like a brick. Bag size - 4" wide 
by 8" long by 11/2" high. This bag can 
be used as an all purpose bag or to 
rest your elbow or arm on. Great 
all around bag to have.

#749-003-113ST $21.99

BAG17 -  
Small Brick Bag
Small size brick shaped bag. 
Popular for use under your elbow. 
Bag size is 4" wide by 5" long by 
1½" high.

#749-002-542ST $17.99

BAG23 -  
Pillow Bag
Square pillow shaped bag with a large 
surface has many uses such as elbow 
support, rifle butt support, recoil bag, 
etc. Bag size is approximately 6" x 6".

#749-002-596ST $17.99

Bags Recommended for Use in the Field or with Two Bag Set-Up
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Protektor  
Custom  
Bunny Ear  
Rear Bags
These bunny ear style bags are constructed of heavy 
leather with a thick, double layer of leather on the bottom 
for extra stability. The bunny ear design is a good choice 
for stocks with cheekpieces. Both custom bags listed here 
are approximately 35/8" tall from base to bottom of ears 
with a single row of stitching between the ears.

All-Leather Bunny Ear Rear Bag
#749-005-819ST $47.99

Leather Rear Bag w/Cordura Bunny Ears
#749-005-815ST $47.99

Protektor  
Two-Stitch  
Bunny Ear  
Rear Bags
These bags are the same height as Protektor Custom 
Bunny Ear Rear Bags above but have two rows of stitch-
ing between the ears instead of one. We’ve found that the 
newer stock styles roll around on top of single stitch bags 
for lack of contact and have a tendency to wiggle between 
the ears in three stitch bags. The two rows of stitching 
between the ears on these bags offer the shooter the best 
combination of contact and stability.

All-Leather Two Stitch Bunny Ear Rear Bag
#749-006-278ST $52.99

Two Stitch Rear Bag w/ Cordura Ears
#749-006-280ST $54.99

Protektor Custom  
Rabbit Ear  
Rear Bags
These rabbit ear style rear bags are constructed of heavy 
leather with a thick double layer of leather on the bot-
tom for extra stability and durability on the bench. The 
taller rabbit ears provide extra stability and more stock 
contact than bunny ears. May not be suitable for stocks 
with larger cheekpieces.

All-Leather Rabbit Ear Rear Bag
#749-005-818ST $47.99
Leather Rear Bag with Cordura Rabbit Ears
#749-005-810ST $47.99

Protektor Low Profile 
Custom Bunny Ear  
Rear Bag
This low-profile rear bag features the same thick bot-
tom and all-leather construction as the Deluxe Leather 
Protektor Rear Bags listed above only 1" shorter to 
accommodate stock designs requiring a shorter rear 
bag. 

Low Profile All-Leather Bunny Ear Rear Bag
#749-004-931ST $34.99

Sand Bags

Protektor Model Rear Bags
The Protektor Model Bags are the most popular sand bags sold in the accuracy game. One of the reasons is the quality put into each bag. They are carefully stitched and made of select 
high grade leather. For a bag to fit your specific needs, see the information on these pages. 

Deluxe Protektor Rear Bag
These custom rear bags from Protektor have a bottom comprised of 3-layers of stiff leather 
with an integral doughnut that eliminates any rocking movement. The sidewalls have stiffer 
leather than most bags, which prevents “rounding” of the bag over time. Bunny Ear models 
have “v-style” ears and are a great choice for those with cheek pieces or thinner rear stock 
profiles. Mid-Ear models have ears slightly taller than bunny ears to provide additional 
support and have two rows of stitching between the ears to create the proper spacing for 
larger stocks.
The two styles of ears are available in either high quality leather or in finegrade Cordura. 
The Cordura material is an excellent choice for those using fiberglass or composite stocks.

#749-006-903ST Deluxe Protektor Cordura Mid-Ear Rear Bag - Two Stitch $69.99
#749-006-901ST Deluxe Protektor Leather Mid-Ear Rear Bag - Two Stitch 69.99
#749-006-900ST Deluxe Protektor Cordura Bunny Ear Rear Bag 69.99
#749-006-902ST Deluxe Protektor Leather Bunny Ear Rear Bag 69.99

Protektor Dr. Bags
The Protektor Dr. Bags are the answer for shooters 
who prefer a rear bag as heavy as a boat anchor for 
peace of mind. The Dr. Bags weigh in at over 15 
lbs. filled with heavy bag sand. These bags have a 
larger footprint and a thick, heavy bottom to resist 
warping or bag “rocking”. The extra-long, mid-
range ear height is extremely supportive and 
stable, allowing your gun to track consistent-
ly. Available in either leather or Cordura ear 
versions. Features three rows of stitching that 
creates a 1/2" space between the ears. Features 
three rows of stiching that creates a 1/2" space 
between the ears.

#749-007-536ST Protektor Dr. Bag Cordura Ears $99.99
#749-007-537ST Protektor Dr. Bag Leather Ears 99.99

Protektor Rear Bag  
w/Handle
The Deluxe Protektor Rear Bag has been a favorite with 
bench shooting customers since its release a few years 
ago. Now, Protektor is offering the Deluxe bag with a 
“built-in” carry handle and thick bottom. The thick 
bottomed handle feature adds stiffness, stability, 
and over an inch to the bag height - making it 
the popular choice in F-class Competition, field 
shooting, or those shooting from the ground w/
bipod or rest. The Deluxe Protektor Rear bag 
body incorporates stiffer leather to prevent 
rounding of the bag over time. The 
midsize-ears (in between the short 
bunny and tall rabbit ear heights) 
provide additional stock support and 
have two rows of stitching between 
the ears to create the proper spacing for 
most target stocks. Either add or remove 
ear sand to fit your stock accordingly. Available 
in either Cordura or leather ear models.

#749-101-724ST Deluxe Rear Bag w/Handle - Cordura $89.99
#749-101-725ST Deluxe Rear Bag w/Handle - Leather 89.99

Note: All Protektor Bags are not filled. Sand required to fill all these bags. (See page 170 for sand and funnel.)

Cordura
Mid-Ear Leather Bunny Ear

Leather 
Mid- Ear

Cordura Bunny Ear
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Shooting Bags

Bulls Bags X7 Shooting System
Set of seven shooting rests can be configured in up to 50 different com- bina-
tions to give you a superbly stable platform for rifle or handgun. The heart 
of the system is the Vise Lock bag that features a butterfly “hinge” design 

that locks the rifle in place with a vise-like grip for a stable shoot- ing 
platform with reduced felt recoil and less muzzle jump. Black suede top 
surface helps grip the forend and protects the gun’s finish from scratches; 
top of the cradle is approximately 7-1⁄2" high. The set’s other bags can 
be added, stacked, and configured into wide variety of combinations to 

ensure you have the best possible support when you pull the trigger. Each 
dry-media filled bag is made of double-stitched, heavy-duty 900 Denier 

polyester to withstand years of use, with an internal, moisture resistant lining. 
The woodland camouflage pattern blends into the background for field use, and looks good 
at the bench. Set includes the Vise Lock Bag, 2 Rectangular Bags, 2 Owl/Rabbit Ear Bags, 2 
Zippered Sleeve Hi-Rest Bags, and instructions.

#749-012-312ST X7 Shooting System $159.99

Bulls Bags are filled, unless otherwise specified.

Bench and Field 
Shooting Rests

These rests feature the same butterfly "hinge" design of the X7 Vise Lock bag to hold the 
rifle securely in place and provide a solid, stable platform. Black suede top surface helps grip 
the forend and protects the gun’s finish from scratches. Cradle is approximately 3.5" high. 
Available in 15" Bench length or compact 9" Field length, both in basic Black or Woodland 
camouflage pattern made from double-seamed, 600 Denier polyester coated for added 
protection from the damaging effects of UV rays. Both colors are supplied with a detachable 
carry/shoulder strap that clips to D-rings on the bag for easy carry. The Khaki bags are made 
of tough, 10/10 army duck/cotton twill, come without the carry. All models come filled with 
dry media. Weight approximately 25 lbs. (15") or 14 lbs. (9").

#749-012-325ST 15" Bench Shooting Rest - Black $106.00
#749-012-323ST 15" Bench Shooting Rest - Khaki 94.00

#749-012-318ST Pro-Series Hi/Custom Shooting Rest $129.99

Pro-Series Custom Shooting Rest
Combines higher elevation with easy portabil-
ity, and features Bulls Bags' "butterfly" 
hinge action that grips the rifle securely 
for less muzzle jump. Low-center-of-
gravity "H" design has a cradle height 
of approximately 8" for use with lon-
ger detachable magazines and pistol-
style grips, making this an excellent 
choice the AR-15 shooter. Pre-filled 
with dry media, the attractive, 
"tree" camouflage pattern 900 
Denier polyester body has a 2 mil 
thick coating for UV protection. 
Black suede top provides an excel-
lent gripping surface that won't scratch 
the stock or barrel. Wide footprint increases shoot-
ing stability for increased accuracy when used 
correctly. 10" long. Weight: 30 lbs.

Skip’s Bag Stabilizer
This bag stabilizer is made to place 
under your rear bag to provide 
additional stability. The donut 
shaped bag fits underneath 
Protektor Model or Bald 
Eagle rear bags. Some rear 
bags tend to rock due to the 
rounding they get with use 
and the bag stabilizer prevents 
them from rocking. The bag stabilizer 
also raises the rear bag for those shooting stocks 
with a near straight comb such as a Borden, TMBR or Scoville 
stock. Legal for use in NBRSA and IBS registered benchrest shoots. Made 
of leather (suede). Sand required to fill (sold separately at right).

#749-004-093ST Skip's Bag Stabilizer $27.95

Sinclair Billy Towel
This special towel is the product of the 
imagination of Col. Billy Stevens, gun-
smith and benchrest shooter. The towel has 
pockets on three sides which hold weighted 
tubes (removable for washing the towel). The 
weights keep the towel in place on the shoot-
ing bench when the wind is blowing and the 
raised edges keep your brass on the towel. 
Shooters who saw these towels all had the same 
comment, “Wow! I need one of these.” Available 
in navy blue only.

#749-003-618ST Sinclair Billy Towel $25.49

Hyskore Leather Rest Bags

Hyskore leather rest bags are made from top-grain cowhide, double-stitched for durabil-
ity, and ready to use right out of the box because they come pre-filled with lightweight 
plastic media. These no-hassle rests can be used to support either forend or buttstock, and 
accommodate most bench and sporter-style forends. Suede bottom prevents the rest from 
slipping at the wrong time. Comes filled with non-organic plastic-pellet media that won’t 
decompose, compress, or absorb moisture. Zippered fill ports with internal flaps let you add, 
remove, or change media any time. Choose the small, portable Universal bag (51/2" x 51/2" x 
33/4") or the longer Rabbit Ear bag (9"x 5" x 4").

#749-012-307ST Universal Leather Rest Bag $12.49
#749-012-308ST Rabbit Ear Leather Rest Bag 19.99
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Sand Bags & Bipods

Extra Heavy  
Bag Sand
Our extra heavy bag sand is sold in 15 
lb. boxes which is enough to fill a large 
rear bag with a little left over. We specifi-
cally recommend filling your rear bag with it. 
The extra weight in the rear will definitely help 
stabilize your rifle.

Heavy Bag Sand
#749-003-070ST $19.99

Forster Kwik-Fill  
Sandbag Filler Funnel

If you have ever struggled to fill a sandbag for a shooting rest, you 
know just how good an idea this is. The Kwik-Fill Sandbag Filler 
Funnel helps you get the sand in the bag instead of on the ground. It's 
a simple system that features a durable, compact funnel with a special 
long drop tube.

Forster Sand Bag Funnel (No Case Mouth Bell)
#749-002-199ST $16.99

Extra-Heavy Bag 
Sand and Funnel
We’ve combined our extra-heavy shooting bag 
sand with a convenient funnel system to help you 
get the sand in the bag instead of on the ground. 
Benchrest shooters love this fine, dense, sand, 
which comes in a 15 lb. box. The Forster 
Kwik-Fill Sandbag Filler Funnel fea-
tures a simple, durable, compact 
plastic funnel body with a 
special, long drop tube.

Heavy Bag Sand/Funnel Bundle
#749-013-389ST $29.99

Phoenix Tactical Bipod  
Upgrade Parts

A

C

E

B

D

Upriser Arms Bipod Swivel Mount

This machined aluminum bipod 
mount lets you rotate the rifle a 
full 360° to change firing position 
without having to reposition the 
bipod legs. The mount accepts 
any bipod that attaches to a QD 
sling swivel. Just remove the fore-
arm swivel stud on any wood or composite stock and replace it with the Upriser. Pull 
and twist the plunger-style knob to free the mount to rotate on its ultra-smooth internal, 
precision-bearing pivot. Twist and release the knob to lock the rotation mechanism in the 
forward position and provide a stable, rock-solid, non-rotating shooting platform. Rubber 
pad on the top of the mount prevents rattling and protects the stock’s finish, so you can 
remove the mount and reinstall the original swivel stud any time. Nonreflective, matte black 
hardcoat anodized finish. Weighs only 6.6 oz. and adds approximately 11/4" to bipod height. 
Instructions and mounting hardware included.

#749-012-537ST Upriser Arms Bipod Swivel $69.95

Wingnut for  
shipping purposes 

only

Pod Claws and  
Replacement Feet
Phoenix Tactical replacement feet for Harris and Keng’s 
Versa Pod bipods let you install feet best suited to 
the kind of surface you’re shooting from. Quick 
twist-on/twist-off attachment system lets you eas-
ily switch to a different set of feet to suit different 
conditions. Rugged, lightweight, all-aluminum 
construction, with a tough, matte black hardcoat 
anodized finish for years of reliable service. All sets of feet 
are sold in pairs. Installation requires the Adapters sold 
separately below. All sets of feet are sold in pairs. Installing 
them requires the Adapters sold below. For maximum 
efficiency, purchase a pair of adapters for each pair of feet 
you own; for economy, get one pair of adapters and swap 
on different pairs of feet as needed.

A. & B. Pod Claws 
have a large, 2.5" wide footprint for excellent stability 
on loose dirt or other terrain where a tough, claw-like grip is 
required. Available in a kit with adapters included (A), or claws only (B). 
Available either in a kit with a set of adapters or, if you already have 
a set of adapters, the claws only.

#749-012-845ST Pod Claws w/Adapters $97.00
#749-012-842ST Pod Claws Only 23.50

C. Ski Footings
 have upturned front and back edges to help you 
maneuver the rifle to engage multiple targets quickly 
while maintaining solid support. 13/4" x 1" footprint 
provides a wide, stable shooting platform on a variety 
of surfaces.

#749-012-844ST Ski Footings Only $18.99

D. MOUT
 (Military Operations in Urban Terrain) footings have 
even wider, 2" x 11/4" pads overmolded with rubber to 
ensure a secure stance on flat surfaces. Ideal for shoot-
ing off a bench, vehicle hood, or other slippery, non-
porous surface. Ridges on the underside of each foot 
help maintain a sure grip on wet or slippery surfaces.

#749-012-843ST MOUT Footings Only $24.99

E. Adapters:
 Installation of Pod Claws and footings require adapters, 
also sold in pairs. No need for permanent alterations to 
bipod; adapters use the retaining pins for the 
factory bipod feet. Allows quick change 
from one set of Phoenix feet to another 
with a simple, slide and twist motion. 
Includes mounting hardware.

#749-012-840ST Adapters - 1 Pair $73.50

Leg Lock Screws  
For Harris Bipod
Steel screws with large, easy-to-turn knurled heads replace 
the factory leg screws on Harris bipods with notched legs for a 
tighter fit that prevents leg rotation and gives you better control 
of the rifle. Rubber grommets ensure a tight hold that won’t work 
loose under repeated recoil. Nonreflective, wear resistant, matte 
black oxide finish.

#749-012-841ST Leg Lock Screws For Harris 
Bipod

$17.99
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Grip Pod Systems™ 
GPS 02 AR-15  

Grip Bipod
The Grip Pod Systems GPS 02 is a revolution-
ary new fore-grip integrated with an instantly 
deployable strong and stable bipod which will 
fit any AR style rifle with a Picatinny rail on 
the bottom of the fore-end. The GPS 02 offers 
a combination of enhancements for target 
acquisition in a single, compact accessory. 
With the Grip Pod in place, a shooter can go 
from a CQB position to prone and have the 

bipod in place for aimed firing before he 
hits the ground. This unit is constructed of 
steel reinforced polymer, weighs 7 ozs., grip 

is 13/4" in diameter and 53/4" long closed, 
height with bipod deployed is 81/4". 

The GPS 02 System is currently in 
use worldwide with special forces 

units from the Navy, Army 
and Marines and has been 

selected for use on U.S. 
Army Designated 
Marksman Rifles.

#100-003-226ST GPS-02 Grip Pod, Black $149.99

E. Arthur Brown S-Lever 
for Harris Bipods
Quit fumbling with that hard-to-reach, hard-to-turn 
factory tension knob on Harris S-type bipods. This finger-operated 
lever from E. Arthur Brown replaces the knob so you can release the tension, 
tilt the rifle to level the scope crosshairs, and then with a quick flick of the lever, 
lock it down so you're ready to fire. Lightweight, fiber-reinforced nylon lever is 
spring-loaded so you can reposition it to prevent snags without losing the desired 
tilt. Installs with simple hand tools. Instructions included.

#749-012-795ST Harris Bipod S-Lever $12.95

Sinclair Bipod Adapters
Our Sinclair bipod adapters allow you 
to mount your Sinclair or Harris 
bipod to your accessory rail 
or Picatinny rail equipped 
forend. All aluminum and 
steel construction ensures a 
lifetime of use.
Both accessory rail models will 
fit Freeland and Anschutz style 
accessory rails. The Deluxe Model (b) is specially 
designed to nest in the cradle of the Sinclair Bipod and 
locks securely in position using two small cap screws, while the Standard Model (a) slips 
in the accessory rail and is held in position by the tension created by tightening the bi-pod 
to the stock forend.
The Picatinny rail bipod adapter (c) clamps securely in place using a steel socket screw and 
lets you install your bipod exactly where you want it on Picatinny rail equipped tactical 
rifles such as the AR-15.

#749-001-388ST Standard Bipod Accessory Rail Adapter (A) $9.99
#749-004-371ST Deluxe Bipod Accessory Rail Adapter (B) 29.99
#749-011-620ST Picatinny Rail Bipod Adapter (C) 29.99

A

B

C

Harris 
Ultralight 
Bipods
Harris Bipods are versatile, 
sturdy, light, fast, and are 
made from high strength 
anodized aluminum alloys. 
Stress parts are tempered 
spring steel. Bipods can be 
clamped to most QD stud equipped rifles. 
All have sling attachment provisions and 
adjustment for off center studs. Spring 
loaded folding legs are quickly adjustable for 
height. Solid base style or hinged base style 
(for adjusting rifle cant) available in heights 
listed below.

ITEM # HEIGHT WGT.
Solid Base Type
#749-006-923ST 6-9" 10 oz. $73.99
#749-006-917ST 6-9" 10 oz. 73.99
#749-006-920ST 9-13" 11 oz. 73.99
#749-007-287ST 12-25" 16 oz. 89.99
#749-006-918ST 9-13"* 11 oz. 73.99
“S” Style - Hinged Base
#749-007-601ST 6-9" 13 oz. 103.99
#749-009-677ST 6-9"* 13 oz. 103.99
#749-007-600ST 9-13" 14 oz. 103.99
#749-007-771ST 13½-27" 19 oz. 119.99
#749-007-599ST 9-13"* 14 oz. 103.99
* These models have 7 leg notch height adjustments.

Harris Bipod Adapters
ITEM #  

#749-001-419ST Rail Adapter (Freeland/Winchester) $10.49
#749-001-420ST Rail Adapter (Anschutz) 10.49

If purchasing an 
“S” Style Bipod, 
you may want to 

consider the  
POD-LOC Kit  

(sold separately).

Pod-Loc™
The POD-LOC from 
KMW replaces the lock-
ing nut on Harris “S” 
type bipods (swivel type) 
making it much easier to 
use. The previous way to tighten 
or loosen the swiveling piece 
on these bipods was to use pli-
ers on the locking nut. Shooters 
like the leveling device on these 
bipods, but want to lock them 
down when in the proper 
position. The POD-LOC is a 
kit that anyone with a 1/4" 
socket wrench can install 
in a couple of minutes. 
The POD-LOC consists of a 
clamping lever and spacer that allows you to lock and unlock the swivel mechanism with 
one hand while remaining in position.

#749-003-993ST POD-LOC Kit for Harris "S" Bipods $24.99

Duplin Rifles Rorer 
Spec Bipod

#100-012-954ST Duplin Rifles Rorer Spec Bipod $349.99

Built to specifications from champion F-Class shooter Jeff Rorer, 
the Rorer Spec Bipod gives rock-solid support without weighing down 

your rifle. At barely over 1 lbs., the machined aluminum and stainless steel 
bipod gives almost 6" of elevation adjustment, features a footprint that ranges 

from 14 1/2" to 21", and can be adjusted while you are still in the prone position. 
It readily mounts onto Freeland-Style or Anschutz accessory rails and comes with a matte 
black finish. 
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Smith Enterprise 
Lightweight  
QD Bipod
This lightweight bipod from Smith Enterprise attach-
es to any MIL-STD 1913 Picatinny rail and features 
aluminum legs that instantly extend at the push of a 
button. Six precision-cut locking notches allow you to 
adjust elevation from 7" to 9", while the aluminum ski 
feet give excellent stability on any surface or terrain. 
Steel, TiG-welded main body stands up to hard use 
and helps ensure a long service life. Two adjustment 
nuts help you find the perfect amount of tension for the 
rail attachment, and the right-side throw lever enables 
instant mount and dismount. Legs fold forward or back-
ward for easy carry, even when extended.

Smith Enterprise Lightweight QD Bipod
#851-000-090ST $269.99

Smith Enterprise  
Red Arrow  
Quick-Detach Bipod

This compact bipod attaches to a Picatinny 
rail to give you a solid rest in the field 

or at the range. The spring-loaded legs 
deploy independently when you hit 

the pushbuttons, and they can be 
folded together to form a verti-

cal grip when a bipod is not 
needed. Five-position height 
adjustment from 6¼" to 8" 

when fully extended. Once 
installed, the rail clamp's 
quick-release lever lets you 

mount and remove the bipod 
easily without tools. 
Polymer and steel con-
struction.

#851-000-089ST Red Arrow Quick-Detach Bipod $174.99

Accu-Shot Atlas Bipod

#100-012-045ST Atlas Bipod w/Picatinny Quick-Detach Lever Mount $279.95
#100-012-043ST Atlas Bipod w/Two Screw Picatinny Mount 219.95
#100-012-044ST Atlas Bipod No Clamp 219.95

Picatinny 
Quick-Detach 
Lever Mount

Allied Precision 
Arms AR-50™  
Quick-Adjust  
Monopod and  
Bipod

#100-009-633ST Allied Precision AR-50 Bipod $219.99
#100-009-635ST Allied Precision AR-50 Monopod 129.99

Lightweight, aluminum bipod features durable stainless steel locking components and 
grippy rubber feet to give you a rugged, sure-footed shooting platform. Independently-
adjustable, five-position legs extend from 5" to 9" and allow up to 180° of front-to-back 
adjustment. Pans 30° left or right for smooth target tracking, plus 30° of cant adjustment 
makes it easy to align your crosshairs, regardless of terrain. Available with three attachment 
options: a quick-detach Picatinny lever mount, a more permanent two-screw Picatinny 
mount, or a No-Clamp mounting option that fits any 17S size lever-style mount when 
using the proper adapter (sold separately), including the A.R.M.S. 17S, American Defense 
AD-170, Badger Ordnance TRAMP, or LaRue Tactical LT271.

Two Screw Picatinny Mount No Clamp

Designed specifically for the ArmaLite® AR-50™ rifle, these heavy-duty 
rests provide a stable platform for accurate shooting with this big .50 BMG 
boomer. The Monopod bolts directly onto the AR-50’s buttstock with no 
modifications to the rifle. It features a Quick-Adjust button for large vertical 
adjustments, plus a hand wheel for the final fine adjustments when you’re in the 
shooting position. The solid-steel Bipod attaches to the AR-50 forearm, and features lock-
able cant adjustments and positive screw-lock legs with ski feet. The bipod’s wide, 17" stance 
offers stability, and it can even be used to hold the rifle’s muzzle down for cleaning the bore. 
Monopod and bipod sold separately.

To Stay 
Up-To-Date on 
our Exclusive 

offers & information
Follow Us on Facebook, 

Twitter and YouTube
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The Accu-Shot monopods are designed to add stability and provide easy elevation 
adjustment for bi-pod equipped rifles. The monopods attach to either the rear sling swivel 
stud, 1913 style Picatinny rails, or other rifles with the help of an adapter.
The Precision Rail Monopod (PRM) mounts to any 1913 style Picatinny rail while the Stud 
Mount Monopods attach to a traditional angled rifle stock via the Sling Stud found on many 
common rifle stocks.  All Monopods include a push button deployment and retraction fea-
ture. All Monopod’s come with a Thumbnut which allows the operator to “Lock” the know 
creating an extremely solid shooting platform. The leg folds up and retracts out of the way 
when not in use. 

The metal Quick Knob (QK) offers fine elevation adjustments and provides for a quick verti-
cal height adjustment at the push of a button

The ASAI (Accuracy International) Monopod is attached via an application specific nut 
without modification to stock. The ASAI Monopod features the same great options as the 
PRM and Stud Mount Monopods.

When installed on your CAR collapsible stock, the CAR Adapter allows you to mount any 
PRM style monopod to your rifle. CAR Adapter replaces the factory loop on the stock while 
providing the means to re-attach the fixed sling loop with the loop on the left, right, or bot-
tom angled forward or backward. The Sling Loop Adapter replaces the standard Sling Loop 
found on many standard military style rifle stocks including the AR10, AR15 and M1A.

Tac-Cap is an optional steel cap the replaces the plastic cap found at the bottom of the 
Monopods. This cap can damage soft surfaces and is intended for units that will experience 
hard use.

ITEM # DESCRIPTION
Precision Rail Mounted Monopods
#749-007-453ST Precision Rail Monopod 3.75" – 4.6" $94.95
#749-002-535ST Precision Rail Monopod 4.75" – 5.65" 15.95
#100-012-040ST Precision Rail Monopod 5.65" – 6.60" 104.95
Stud Mount Monopods
#100-012-039ST Stud Mount Monopod 3.50" – 4.65" 74.95
#749-007-300ST Stud Mount Monopod 3.75" – 4.85" 89.95
#749-007-454ST Stud Mount Monopod 4.80" – 5.85" 94.95
#749-007-280ST Stud Mount Monopod 5.70" – 6.85" 99.99
Accuracy International Monopod
#100-012-714ST Accuracy International Monopod 3.60" – 4.55" 169.95
Monopod Accessories
#100-012-041ST Tac-Cap Steel Replacement Cap 9.95
#100-012-042ST Monopod CAR Stock Adapter 34.95
#749-007-535ST Monopod M1A/ AR-15 Sling Loop Adapter 99.95

#749-007-535#749-007-453 #100-012-040

#100-012-039#749-007-300#749-007-454#749-007-280

#100-012-041

#100-012-042

#749-002-535

#100-012-714

Accu-Shot Monopods

The Sinclair Tactical/Varmint Bipod is designed for the needs of the precision rifleman 
and hunter. Our bipod features the same rugged attachment system as our Sinclair F-Class 
Bipod as well as solid, durable billet aluminum and stainless steel construction throughout.
Other features on our Sinclair Tactical/Varmint Bipod include:
• Independently adjustable bipod legs for uneven ground

• Dual adjustment on bipod legs, allowing adjustment from 61/2" to 121/2" in height

• Positive stop on adjustable legs (no friction stops to work loose while shooting)

• Lockable rifle canting

• Integral swivel stud mounted to frame for attaching slings

• Light weight: 1 lb. 12 oz.

#749-011-672ST Sinclair Tactical/Varmint Bipod $229.99

Sinclair Tactical/Varmint Bipod

If you like products that made the best they can be this is 
for you. Smooth, well thought out operation. Extremely 

sturdy. Each part nicely machined. Beautiful piece of gear.
waderthemudder from Iowa

Sinclair 
Tactical Bipod
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Edgewood Bolt Holster
A bolt holster is the safe, convenient way to carry 
your bolt (and not forget to take it to the firing 
line) at any type of shooting match - most match rules 
require that bolts be removed from rifles when you are not on 
the firing line. Edgewood Bolt Holsters fit almost all factory 
and custom action bolts and carry them securely and safely. 
Holsters are expertly made, attractive with a cordura insert 
in the foldover flap closure, and lined with smooth leather 
to protect your bolt. Strong belt clip riveted to the back 
of the holster.

Edgewood Bolt Holster
#749-006-354ST $55.95

Middlebranch 
Leather Bolt Holster

These Bolt Holsters from Middlebranch 
Leather are very well made from high 

quality, well finished leather. They 
are a simple, open-top design 
with a secure fold over belt loop, 
full smooth leather lining and 

a heavy duty snap tab to hold the 
bolt in the holster securely. Holsters 

are sized to fit bolts from any benchrest, 
varmint or hunting rifle. Middlebranch 

Bolt Holsters are available in black 
or medium brown smooth leather 
with tan leather lining, and in short 

(Remington short action bolt length) and 
long (Remington long action bolt length).

Shooting Stool
Want a great adjustable shooting stool? We have 
tried all kinds at our range and at different ranges all 
over the country. This stool is durable, comfortable and will 
accommodate different bench heights. It has a padded weath-
er resistant 14" seat and is extremely comfortable. Features an 
adjustment handle that allows you to adjust the 
seat from approximately 17" collapsed height to 
a 25" extended height. The stool is supported 
by a single stem with 5 legs to provide a very 
stable platform. Great for use at your 
reloading bench also.

#749-007-602ST Shooting Stool $104.95

Protektor Bolt Sheaths
The Protektor Bolt Sheath is an economical way to store your bolt in 

between firing sessions at the range. Sanctioned rifle matches 
require the removal of your rifle bolt before exiting the 

firing line. The Protektor bolt sheath enables you 
to easily insert most rifle bolts, includ-

ing magnums, and leave the firing 
line safe with your action clear. It 
includes a handy belt loop so that 

you can wear it at all times during 
your course of fire. Available in light 

or dark leather.

Camo  
Form Wrap
Camo Form Wrap protects your 
firearms from scratches, dings, 
nicks, and more. The heavy-
duty stretch fabric adheres to 
itself as it wraps around your 
favorite gun. No sticky resi-
due, no gummy tape mess, 
and it stays in place, even 
when it gets wet. Camo 
Form is patterned to 
improve your grip 
and keep your 
g u n s / b o w s 
from slipping 
in the field as well 
as insulate from hot or 
cold surfaces. It's available in a 
variety of colors to match your gear or 
terrain. Binoculars, flashlights, knives, any-
thing you need to have a better grip, Camo 
Form can be cut and applied to the smallest 
moving parts. Patterns available to the left cor-
respond with item numbers below.

Each $11.95
ITEM # DESCRIPTION

#749-001-851ST Mossy Oak® Break-Up
#749-009-244ST Mossy Oak® Shadow Grass
#749-009-243ST Mossy Oak® Obsession
#749-009-245ST Mossy Oak® Brush
#749-009-247ST Universal Digital
#749-009-246ST Snow
#749-009-241ST Desert Digital
#749-009-248ST Woodland Digital
#749-009-249ST Standard Woodland

Gammon Bolt Folder

This new little accessory from Bill Gammon (Stock Boots and Barrel Bags) will protect and 
secure your rifle bolt while it is in a gun case, toolbox or on your loading or shooting bench. 
The padded vinyl zipper-close folder will hold any rifle bolt and a syringe of bolt lube if you 
wish. We have always wrapped the bolt in a rag before putting it in the case with the rifle, 
but this folder is much easier and nicer.

#749-001-384ST Sinclair Bolt Bag $9.95

#749-005-344ST Middlebranch Bolt Holster, Brown, Short $39.75
#749-005-343ST Middlebranch Bolt Holster, Black, Short 39.75
#749-005-342ST Middlebranch Bolt Holster, Brown, Long 39.75
#749-005-341ST Middlebranch Bolt Holster, Black, Long 39.75

Protektor Bolt Sheath –  
Light Leather
#749-101-016ST $13.99
Protektor Bolt Sheath –  
Dark Leather
#749-101-017ST $13.99

Surveyor’s Tape
Great to use for wind flag tails in light twitchy 
winds. This 150 ft. roll of fluorescent tape is easy 
to see and economical.
Orange Surveyors Ribbon
#749-000-229ST $3.95
Green Surveyors Ribbon
#749-000-223ST $3.95
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Sinclair Benchrest Stock Tape
Many benchrest shooters use tape 
on the forend and buttstock of 
their rifles to help the stock slide 
smoother in the bags. The tape 
also protects the stock surfaces 
from being scratched by Cordura™ 
bags. We carry two types of stock 
tape kits - the traditional “clear” 

tape which is hardly visible on 
the rifle, and the tan colored true 
Teflon® PTFE coated film tape. 
Both types of tape are cut to 5" x 
5" pieces and have peel-off back-
ers. The clear tape is available in 
two rifle kits, and the Teflon tape 
is available in one rifle or two rifle 
kits. Application instructions are 
included.

#749-001-173ST Clear 4 Piece Stock Tape Kit $8.95
#749-001-042ST Teflon 2 Piece Stock Tape Kit 7.95
#749-002-107ST Teflon 4 Piece Stock Tape Kit 12.95

Front of Stock Shown in Clear Stock Tape

Back of Stock Shown with Teflon® Tape

Sinclair Forend Benchrest Adapter
This benchrest forend adapter quickly converts 
almost any stock into a benchrest stock. No mod-
ifications to your stock are necessary. Simply 
insert the appropriate screw (included) 
through the forend adapter and thread 
it into the front sling stud hole. The 
side plates adjust inward to con-
figure to the forend design 
of your rifle. Cork material 
protects the stock finish. The 
3" wide bottom plate is made 
of solid UHMW, which has 
a low coefficient of friction. 
Accepts forend widths from 
11/4" to 23/8".

#749-004-954ST Sinclair Forend Benchrest Adapter $36.95

Sinclair Benchrest 
Forend Rail 

Adapter
Our Sinclair 
forend adapter 

mounts securely to 
your Freeland-style and 

Anschutz accessory rail to pro-
vide a wide, stable surface for shoot-

ing from sand bags or from a target rest. 
The extra-wide, anodized aluminum base is 

ultra-steady on the rest with twin runners that 
track smoothly and help the rifle travel straight rear-

ward under recoil. A simple, bolt-on way to give your rifle 
that rock-solid feel on the bench.

#749-011-468ST Benchrest Forend Rail Adapter $34.99

Sinclair Benchrest 
Picatinny  
Rail Adapter
The Sinclair Picatinny Rail Adapter 
lets you use the Sinclair Benchrest 
Forend Rail Adapter on a rifle with 
a Picatinny rail on the underside of 
the forearm.

Benchrest Picatinny Rail Adapter
#080-000-972ST $29.99

Shooter Pads™
Most shooters shoot much better when their body 
position is comfortable. These gel-filled elbow pads 
are designed for anyone shooting off the ground or 
from a bench. The high quality pads are made with 
smooth Lycra™ on one side and a tough non-skid 
material on the reverse. The inner core contains 
a non-bottoming gel which is comfortable and 
compliant, yet has a permanent memory. The 
shooter pads measure 7" x 71/2" and are a little 
over a 1/2" thick.

#749-001-575ST Single Shooter Pad $11.99
#749-002-686ST Pair of Shooter Pads 18.99

Sinclair Bag Wax
Our new Bag Wax is a powdered wax product for use on leather 
shooting bags. The wax does not become sticky or clumpy like 
chalk or baby powder in damp or high humidity conditions, 
and stock to bag lubrication is more consistent with Bag Wax. 
Easy sprinkle on application. This is the bag wax product 
endorsed by several top benchrest shooters. Available in a 2 
oz. shaker bottle.

#749-002-694ST Sinclair Bag Wax - 2 oz. $17.95

Silicone Bag Spray  
for Cordura Bags
We use this silicone spray on our Cordura bag ears to achieve 
a significant reduction in rifle/bag friction. Comes in a 4 oz. 
aerosol can.

#749-000-935ST Silicone Bag Spray - 4 oz. $7.95

Aerosol products must be shipped by UPS Ground 
only.

Benchrite  
Super Bolt Lube
This refined formula of Dave Dohrman's original bolt lube recipe still is 
a champ at reducing metal-to-metal friction, and it's been enhanced to 
adhere better to metal surfaces and stay on the bolt longer. Just a small 
amount of Super Bolt Lube really makes the bolt feel much smoother as 
you work it. The 1 oz. bottle has an insert tip for precise application and 
holds enough lube to easily last the average shooter an entire season.

#749-013-499ST Super Bolt Lube – 1 oz. $5.99

Thermo/Hygro  
Digital Clock
Keep accurate load data records of tempera-
ture and humidity with this portable, thermo/
hygro clock. Model includes a digital clock 
which is selectable for 12 or 24 hour time and 
has an alarm feature. The large LCD display 
constantly shows current temperatures from 23°F 
to 122°F with 1° resolution (selectable °F or °C). 
Measures current humidity from 20% to 99% 
with 1% resolution. Also records minimum and 
maximum temperature and humidity for each day. 
These instruments are used by shooters to help 
keep accurate records for future reference.

Thermometer/Hygrometer Digital Clock
#749-006-252ST $69.99
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The MTM Pistol Rest is extremely useful when sighting in handguns with scopes and when 
checking your handloads for accuracy. The rest adjusts to 20 different positions, so it will 
accommodate just about every type and size of pistol. The fork has soft molded-on rubber 
to protect the gun's finish, and the unit gives you a comfortable shooting position. The fork 
stores inside the base piece when not in use making it a compact package.

#749-003-601ST MTM Pistol Rest $23.49

MTM Pistol Rest

Leupold Lens Cleaning Pen

This compact, two-step lens cleaning system has a natural hair brush, which remains ful-
lyenclosed and protected from contamination when not in use. The microfiber cleaning 
tip automatically replenishes itself with a state of the art cleaning compound. The compact 
ergonomic design of this tool is superior to competitive products.

#749-001-888ST Leupold Lens Pen $8.99

Leupold  
Lens Shades

Alumina Lens Shades feature the ability to thread one 
length to another. This allows you to customize 
your lens shades by combining 21/2" and 
4" shades to achieve a desired length. 
Available in 40mm and 50mm.

ITEM # DESCRIPTION COLOR
Pre-2004 40mm Adjustable Objective
#749-003-997ST 40mm 21/2" Gloss Black $26.99
#749-004-284ST 40mm 21/2" Matte Black 27.99
#749-004-280ST 40mm 21/2" Silver 27.99
#749-004-285ST 40mm 4" Gloss Black 29.99
#749-004-378ST 40mm 4" Matte Black 30.99
#749-004-375ST 40mm 4" Silver 34.99
2004 and newer VX-II, VX-III, and Mark IV 40mm Objective
#749-003-996ST 40mm 21/2" Gloss Black 27.99
#749-004-282ST 40mm 21/2" Matte Black 27.99
#749-004-281ST 40mm 21/2" Silver 27.99
#749-004-283ST 40mm 4" Gloss Black 29.99
#749-004-377ST 40mm 4" Matte Black 34.99
#749-004-376ST 40mm 4" Silver 34.99
Competition Series Scopes 45mm
#749-004-958ST 40mm 21/2" Matte Black 34.99
#749-005-153ST 40mm 4" Matte Black 37.99
50mm Objective Scopes Except LPS
#749-004-959ST 50mm 21/2" Matte Black 34.99
#749-004-974ST 50mm 4" Gloss Black 36.99
#749-005-154ST 50mm 4" Matte Black 37.99
#749-005-152ST 50mm 4" Silver 37.99

Leupold Scope Tools

#749-002-461ST Leupold Ring Wrench $13.99
#749-002-605ST Leupold Mounting Tool 17.99
#749-001-330ST Leupold Torx Driver 8.99

These three tools from 
Leupold will enable you 
to mount almost all bases and rings with ease. The 
Ring Wrench is the ideal tool for turn in style rings, and the Torx™Driver fits most of the 
Torx screws used on newer rings. The handy and compact Leupold Mounting Tool includes 
2 Torx drivers, 5 hex head drivers and a slotted screwdriver. All the drivers fold into the 
compact tool body.

“Very handy tool for the range and home. much easier to use than the tiny allens and torx that are 
included with most optics. Helps keep range gear to a minimum.”

gcs71 from central Ohio

Leupold 
Scopesmith Mounting Tool Upcoming Shoots & Events

Brownells Gunsmith Career Fair
April 1-2, 2014 • Des Moines Mariott Downtown
Des Moines, IA

Sinclair East Coast Full Bore Nationals
April 3-6, 2014 • Camp Butner, NC

NRA Annual Meeting & Exhibits
April 25-27, 2014 • Indianapolis, IN

Super Shoot
May 21-24, 2014 • Lawrence, IN

Camp Perry The National Matches
July 7- Aug 9, 2014 • Port Clinton, OH

SHOT Show 
Jan 20-23, 2015 • Las Vegas, NV

COME SEE US


